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Presents
Debate on Con Choir
M o r t a r B o a r d , M a c e H o ld
Last Number on
Representation Artist Series F o l l i e s a t C l u b A l e x a n d e r
At Open M eeting
Ball Headlines
to
Gala W eekend Orchestra
Give Spring
Executive Committee
Debates Question of
Interfraternity Ball

At its meeting on Wednesday
evening. April 1, the Executive
Committee discussed the petition
for a representative from the
Conservatory, the present cut sys
tem and changes in the plans for
the Interfraternity Ball.
In the
absence of the president, Don
Fredrickson, president-elect Gerry
Grady conducted the meeting.
Visiting Conservatory students
entered the discussion of the peti
tion. As it stood, signed by fifty
Con students, it asked for a Con
servatory representative at large to
be elected by the Conservatory.
Discussion followed in which vot
ing power of liberal arts college
students and the Con was discus
sed.
Issue Debated
It was debated whether the Con
Students should vote as a fifth
class for their representative alone
Or for their representative along
.With the Liberal Arts students by
|hemselves with no voting in the
•ollege ot Liberal Arts or by the
College on the Con candidate. The
petition was finally withdrawn to
©e reworded, first because of in 
definite wording as to the above
‘ consideration of voting, and to allow for possible changes in th-j
whole election set-up of executive
committee members. The Conser
vatory will present a revised peti
tion.
It was recommended that there
be more uniform administration of
the cut system, but it was agreed
that it was the best system yet
tried. It was also recommended that
•11 teachers turn in attendance.
The Interfraternity Ball was dis
cussed. The Executive Committee
' recommended that it be informal
. because more men would be able
to attend since they would not need
formal clothes which have not been
available in the past. Moreover, high
school guests of the college without
formal clothes will be here that
weekend, and will be able to attend
the dance without embarrassment
Grady announced that there will be
busses to and from the dance to cut
down taxi rates. The question
whether the dance will be formal,
semi-formal, or informal will come
before the student body for recon
sideration next Monday in Convoca
tion.

When the 70-voice Lawrence col
lege A Cappella choir makes its an
nual home appearance on April 10
as the final number on the Law
rence Community Artist Series, it
will clo^e the thirty-second year
that Carl J. Waterman has directed
the college’s singing groups. Start
ing back in 1910 with the old style
glee clubs, “Judge’’ Waterman, who
is Dean of the Lawrence Conserva
tory of Music, has annually pro
duced musical units that have com
pared favorably with the best in
the country. The old glee club idea
passed away at Lawrence alont*
with the Chautauqua and in its
place has been develoi>ed the finer
and more musical A Cappella choir.
The latter group, with the wider
range of voices, enables the produc
tion of a program that is mucn
more difficult, more versatile, and
far more enjoyable.
Good Program
Many colleges now have A Cap
pella choirs, but none presents a
program more wisely chosen nor
more difficult to sing than this
group enlisted from the entire ~oilege. They wa.ste no time with the
trivial, but spend their time with the
finer music of the best composers.
Dean Waterman, a graduate of
Lawrence, estimates that if he could
reassemble all of the Lawrence stu
dents that he has directed in choral
groups that he would have a choir
of well over 3000 members. Many
of the units and individual« of these
32 years have been outstanding, but
although the leader himself has not
said so. It is believed that this year’s
organization tops them all.

Decorate Gym to Look Like Modern
Smart Night Club; Real Band to Play

Invite Prospective
College Students to
Fraternity Weekend

Concert Soon

April 16 the Lawrence symphony
The weekend of April 17, 18 and orchestra will present its Spring
19 promises to be a second Home concert at the Chapel, under the di
coming for excitement for that is rection of Dr. Percy Fullinwider.
The concert is being sponsored by
fraternity weekend.
Prospective students will be in Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia and will be
vited up through the fraternities open to the public without charge.
and sororities, and they will stay in
For the first time in many years
the dormitories and fraternity hous we will have the privilege of hear
ing one of our own Lawrence fac
es.
The first big event after the ulty members, Gladys Brainard, as
guests arrive w ill be the fraternity soloist with the orchestra. Miss
song Friday evening at the chapel Brainard, professor of piano, came
which will be followed by Open to Lawrence in 1919. She has ap
House at the Quadrangle at 10 peared as soloist with the Minne
o'clock. Singing among the sororities apolis, Milwaukee and New York
will be on a non-competitive basis, symphony orchestras.
Mits Brainard has studied with
but the fraternity that wins first
prize will sing at the Interfrater W illiam Sherwood, Victor Heinze,
Josef and Rosine Lhevienne (Ber
nity dance the next night.
Saturday afternoon the annual lin). Glen Dillard Gunn, Howard
spring football game w ill be played Welles. Arthur Shattuck and Leo
out at the gym. The weekend will pold Godowsky and Wanda Lan
be topped off by the fraternity dowska (Paris).
Takes Tour
dance and Sunday will be spent
She has traveled extensively in
recuperating from an exciting and
Europe and took a group of Law
eventful weekend.
The scheduled for the weekend is rence students on a tour of many
European cities in 1936.
as follows:
Sigma Alpha Iota has made her
Friday, April 17
5 p .n.—Dinne*1 at do.ffM and frat an honorary member in recognition
of her artistic ability and presented
houses.
7:45 p. m.—Fraternity sing at the her with the Ring of Excellence, the
highest award given by that group.
chapel.
10
p. m.—Open House at the With the assistance of the or
chestra. Miss Brainard will play the
Quadrangle.
Choose Thirteen Men
first movement of the Rachmanin
Saturday, April 18
off Concerto No. 2 in C minor
12:15 p. m.—Luncheon.
For Fellowships From
2
p. m.—Annual spring footballwhich has become very popular
lately, and as an extra treat, we
game.
Fifty-Two Colleges
will hear the Hungarian Fantasy
6 p. m.—Dinner.
9
to 1 p. m.—Fraternity Ball atby Liszt. (A fantasia of Hungarian
Thirteen must be a lucky num 
folk melodies».
ber for A1 Florin, for Harold Vogt- Alexander gym.
borg. director of the Institute of
Gas Technology in Chicago, has
just announced that A1 is one of
the thirteen senior college students
picked in a nationwide selection
who have accepted fellowships
from the Institute of Gas Technol
ogy.
These thirteen college men were
picked from a field of 150 candi
Farm chores were delayed as course a year ago, but insufficient
dates from 52 American colleges,
universiies and technical schools; county supervisors remained in government funds forced curtail
they themselves represent eleven session un.il 6 o’clock Tuesday to ment of the program at that time,
colleges and eight states.
clean up business of the old board he explained. About 20 will be en
Leadership Stressed
rolled in the course at one time.
at the courthouse.
The selection was made partly
Part of War Effort
The board paved the way for
on the basis of scholarship, per holding aviation classes, sponsored
Dr. Barrows said that the col
sonality, leadership, character and by I^awrence college, at the county lege wants the course because it is
genuine interest in the Gas Indus airport, voted to rent quarters in interested in seeing the war effort
try as a field of development, the the courthouse to the county selec- carired to a successful conclusion
main responsibility for the selec ! tive service boards, offered to give and because young men going to
tion being placed on Dr. Lincoln the old courthouse to anyone who college at present want an activity
R. Thiesmeyer. student counselor will raze it for salvage and pro that will stand them in good stead
for the Institute, and until last year vided for a room in the courthouse in the emergency.
a professor of geology -at Lawrence and equipment for a milk testing
Supervisors were ready to delay
college. Dr. Thiesmeyer reports program.
action on the plan until May
Social Chairman Gerry G ra d y ; that he is much impressed by the
In opening the way for the aero but the appropriation was approv
has finally answered the anxious- i excellence of the appointees, who nautical course .the supervisors ap ed after Dr. Barrows indicated the
l l y awaited question. “What band have all “found time for broad propriated $350 for minor changes college would drop the program
•will we have at the Interfraternity participation in campus and com at the airport to qualify it for the unless it were put underway im 
dance?" It isn’t a secret anymore 1munity life . . . while maintain classes. A room large enough for mediately.
and the band will be Red Norro's ing high scholarship and working a plane with wings on and a class
orchestra.
their way through school.”
room will be arranged in one of the |Dengo Presents Talk
The featured singer is the “rock
A1 will start class work at t h e
in ’ chair’’ lady, Mildred Bailey, one Institute in September, but will hangars.
President Thomas N. Barrows of About Costa Rica
Of the number one blues singers in begin his practical training t h i s
the country. For severa1 years she summer as an employee in the gas
Before Phi Sigma lota
—TIIE DATE IS APRIL 11Was heard on her own radio pro-1 industry, a required part of the In 
After the business meeting of Phi
Get your tickets now from any
gram and she is now traveling with : stitute's curriculum.
Mare or Mortar Board member for Sigma Iota last Thursday. Omar
Bed Norro's orchestra.
the Lawrence follies in the Viking Dengo gave an illustrated talk about
The band has seventeen pieces Ask for Counselors
The speaker stressed
Tap room of Club
Alexander. Costa Rica.
•n d the leader, Red Norro, adds a
You’ve never had surh an hilarious particularly those things of interest
distinctive touch with the xylo At Girl Scout Camp
evening of entertainment as you’ll to the French students. At the con
phone.
clusion of his speech, Barbara Had
The orchestra and singer b o th ; Any girl interested in being a find there.
leader
at
a
Girl
Scout
camp
this
ley discussed the life and works of
promise to be unusual and out- 1
summer,
July
23
‘.o
August
9.
should
the French dramatist, Beaumarcha
Standing and will add the f in a l;
Lawrence
college
appeared
before
plan
to
meet
Miss
Mary
Bess
Doty,
is.
touch to a perfect dance. As yet,
the
board
and
explained
the
plan.
Green
Bay
G
irl
Scout
executive.
there is no announcement as to the
The
Civil
Aeronautics
authority
is
April
8
between
two
anu
four
in
decorations of the gym.
extending a government-financed Attend Convention
the afternoon.
President Thomas N. Barrows
She will be in Mr. Douglas’ of- plan to train youths as civil pilots.
Get DeMolay Tickets
fi' t, Room 24C, at that time. She is There is a basic and secondary and Dean Paul Anderson attended
Tickets for the State DeMolay desirous of interviewing any girl 18 course and some students can be North Central Teachers convention
basketball •tourney which will be years of age or over to be a unit enrolled who are not attending col at the Hotel Stevens in Chicago
last Wednesday, Thursday and Fri
hold Saturday, April 4, may be ob leader or as member of the water lege. he said.
The college attempted to get a day.
front staff.
tained at the fraternity houses.

Grady Reveals
1Name of Band for
Fraternity Ball

Florin Gets
Fellowship

P a v e W a y f o r C o lle g e
C o u r s e in A e r o n a u tic s

The Lawrence Follies to be held
at the Club Alexander Saturday,
April 11, is going to be something
that is new and different for thia
campus. Sponsored by Mortar Board
and Mace, senior honoraries, it
promises to be a highlight of the
social season.
It’s going to be cabaret night,
with the Club Alexander (the big
gym) decorated and arranged as a
modern smart night club, reminis
cent of the Stork club, Chez Parce,
Trocodaro, or what have you.
There’s going to be dancing —
with a real band, three floor shows
and cigarette girls. There will be a
bar—the Viking Tap Room—com
plete with beer (root), pretzels and
atmosphere. Mortar Board a n d
Mace have even arranged for a
bouncer. The last reports are that
Pete Rasey has the job.
Buesing u M. C.
Warren Buesing has been secured
as Master of Ceremonies. He will
have charge of the feature floor
shows, which will consist of skits
or novelties put on by each of the
fraternities and sororities. The fac
ulty is also going to join in and
present one of their own, which we
are told will put all the Greek let
ter groups to shame.
The price of admission will be
twenty-five cents a person. You
don’t need a date so get your tick
ets immediately from any member
of Mortar Board or Mace member
or ai^thc ^ .is in e ^ Office. .

Lawrence Students
Win Two Debates
Gerry Grady. Dave Austin. Chet
Cook. Bill Nolan and Bob Perschbacher were among the 250 students
from 50 colleges and universities
throughout the country taking part
in the Delta Sigma Rho debate
tournament at the University of
Wisconsin March 27 and 28.
Of their six debates, the Lawtence participants won two from
the University of Chicago and the
University of Wisconsin.
During the same weekend Mar
jorie Olsen represented the Law
rence International Relations club
at the midwest conference of Inter
national Relations clubs held at
Ball State Teachers college, Muncie, Indiana.

—

B i J i l b o a i r d —

Wednesday, April 8 — German
club.
Friday, April 10—Artist series—
A Cappella choir.
Saturday, April 11—The Law
rence Follies.
Tuesday, April 14—One act plays.
Thursday, April 16 — Lawrence
Symphony orchestra, Gladys
Ives Brainard, soloist.
Friday, April 17 — All-campus
sing.
Saturday, April 18 — Golf, Uni
versity of Wisconsin, here.
Tennis. University of Wiscon
sin, here.
Interfraternity Ball.
Wednesday, April 22—WAA Ban
quet at Ormsby.
Saturday, April 25—Phi Kappa
Tau spring formal.
Pi Beta Phi spring formal.
Campus club spring dinner.
Friday, May 1—Delta Gamma
spring formal.
Saturday, May 2— Alpha Delta
Pi spring formal.
Alpha Chi Omega spring for
mal.
May Day breakfast.
Sunday, May 3— French movie.
Friday, May 8— Spring water
pageant.
Saturday, May 9—Kappa DeltaSigma Alpha Iota spring for
mal.
Kappa Alpha Theta spring for
mal.
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Play Class
Presents Two
One Act Plays
Schumaker and Boyce
Prepare to Produce
Two Plays April 24
Bigger and better plays seems to
be the by-word in the Play Produc
tion class under Ted Cloak. So far
they have produced fine one-acts
ond intend to keep up their stand
ard with two more one-acts and a
two-act melodrama scheduled.
On April 24 Bibbs Boyce will
present the first act of Zona Gale’s
play. Miss Lulu Bett. As yet she has
not cast it.
On the same evening
Tiny Schumaker will present Mr. F,
m aking a full two hours of one-act
entertainment. April 30 Bob Mess
ond Bud Rubino are going to ring
up the curtain on a thriller, a twoact horse opera no less, entitled,

—Mercy Dodd, Or Presumptive Ev
idence. The nine artists who will

perform will be:
Sir Bertie Buckthorne. a
Kentish landlord . . . . Bob Loftus
Reginald, his son . . . . Elmer Larson
Sybil Lennard. his niece...................
........................... Mary Louise Day
Josephine Dubose, his
housekeeper ......... Betty Pochert
Matthew D o d d ...........John Disher
Mercy Dodd, his sister Jaye Schoff
.Will Coverney, alias Portland
Bill ....................... Wayne Reuhl
Bobby Sacker . . . . George Stewart
Brassie, a detective .......................
........................... Frank Abendroth
Last night, Thursday, Betty Bur
ner and Zorabel Gasway presented
their plays. Miss Gasway produced
the first act ofGeorge Washington
Slept Here, a Kaufman and Hart

TH E

LAWRENTIAN

Radio Players Present Play
'My Client Curley' Over WHBY
BY JEANNE FOOTE
Can you play the mouth organ.
Have you heard any Walter Winchell lately. We can d*< Eleanor
Roosevelt’s “My Day”? No, this is
not an army draft. But there’s a
hunt on. Have you seen Curley?
To rest your foggy, over-burden
ed brains, the answer to all this is
the radio play, “My Client Curley"
which is being put on next Thurs
day night over station WHBY.
Now this isn’t just a publicity
gag, my good and gentle li'l read
ers. I ’m really up a tree. In this
den of Republicans and Socialists
(yes, there are others besides you,
Andy) no one will ever admit of

So They Say

Tho Law rentian invites students and
faculty alike to use this column for au
expression o f their views on matters
of common interest. Contributors are
subject only to the resUiction that
thero shall be no libel and that the
length of articles be w ithin reasonable
bounds. The article need not be signed
blit the editor must know who has
w ritten i t It m ust be understood that
this is not necessarily the editorial poli
cy of the Law rentian.

T

hearing of Eleanor Roosevelt. “My
Client Curley” just has to have E l
eanor Roosevelt on the program.
Mrs. Roosevelt sent her regrets to
Ci’rley so a substitute w ill just
have to do. It’s a satire, if you’re
worried. Curley is most charming
to all his guest stars.
Also essential is Walter Winchell.
After all even Curley stoops low
enough to want to hear the d ir t
Curley is also very cultered. In or
der to frustrate Hiro Hitu, Curley
wants to learn to speak Chinese.
Any one who knows any Chinese
please volunteer to read a
few
words (Jim Chapelle’s Chinese
swearing excluded*. Walt Disney is
also needed. Curley wants another
Dumbo. He's working on a plan to
have Dumbos carry bombs or hand
grenades.
Anyone with any of these latent
imitative
talents
please come
around to Jeanne Foote. You can't
have stage fright on a rtdio show.
And you can’t htve a radio show
without the right actors. If you
know anyone who is being
coy
about it, just slip Jeanne the word
and she'll drag ’em ou t But soon
please; you know the radio players
have to rehearse, a little anyway.
Burning question of the week:
W HO IS CURLEY?

So TheySay-

Friday, April 3« 1942

Kepler Lectures
Mursell Speaks
On New Testament
Thomas S. Kepler, professor of
Bible and religion at Lawrence col
lege, w ill give a series of religious
talks in Duluth, Minnesota, during
Holy Week. He will present a series
of New Testament lectures and a
series of evening sermons in the
First Methodist church.
Mr. Kepler has contributed nu
merous articles to religious publi
cations recently. In consecutive is
sues of The Michigan Advocate, t"-o
articles have appeared on “The Idea
of a Christian College.” In The
Journal and Religion Mr. Kepler
wrote a review of Hartshome’s
“Man’s Vision of God.’’ and in the
spring number of Religion in Life, a
review of Buckham, The Inner
World. In the Christian Advocate
Mr. Kepler has articles entitled
“The College Teacher of Religion”
and "Religion at the Church Col
lege.”
A n n . ! n i ( U S»*#**;*.«
M P P o m T * niSTONOn

Of Defense Council
Miss Dorothy Fenton, reference
librarian, has been appointed his
torian of the Civilian Defense coun
cil tyere ¡n Appleton. She was ap
pointed by H. H. Helble, who is
chief of publicity and information.
Her 1main duties are to keep a file
of information of the Civilian De
fense work in Appleton and to have
information on all Civilian Defense
publications.

At Convocation
Advises Students to
Concentrate on Selves
Dr. J. L. Mursell, former profes
sor of education at Lawrence, spoke
Monday at convocation upon plan
ning for the future.
In his speech Monday, Dr. M ur
sell emphasized the importance of
concentrating on ourselves, on in«
sight, rather than on events. “There
by, he said, we can create for our
selves an effective and satisfying
place.”
“Regard the future,” he stated,
“not as to be planned, but created
by daily choices. We can't plan for
the future, since the unexpected
always happens."

Indicate Attitudes
He continued by saying that indi
vidual interests should be respected,
for they indicate attitudes and are
the growing points of life. Interests
are creative forces in one’s life,
and we should have the courage to
follow them.
Dr. Mursell was at the college
from 1923-35 and was then admitted
to the faculty of C olum b'i univer
sity in the department of music
education He has written eight
b o o k s , contributes regularly to
Harper’s and the Atlantic Monthly,
and at the present time is writing
a book on the philosophy for the
emergency.

HE E x e c u t i v e Committee
meeting last Wednesday night
was a shame. The meeting
was called for 7 p. m. in Room 11,
AN APPEAL TO THE GIRLS
Greeks Meet Soon
Main hall, and the writer was un
Interfraternity council w ill meet
IRLS, have you ever spent a Hold Conferences
able to find anyone near this room.
helpless evening trying to act
next week on Thursday, A pril 9,
Dean
Paul
Anderson
is
having
I met Mr. Barrows, who incidental
gay with an oversized collar
at President Barrow’s home.
ly was invited to the meeting, and button gnawing at your adanu ap conferences with sophomores to ad
vise
them
concerning
their
pro
he told me the meeting was moved ple? Or have you ever found your
to the Union. No one was at the self afraid to sit down for fear of grams for the next two years and is Buy Your Tickets for
Union so the President left, and I the consequences to both you and appointing individual advisers for
Lawrence Follies Now
went back to Main hall and dis someone else’s ill-fitting tails or each student
covered the meeting was in the tux, as the case may be? Well I
—THE DATE IS APRIL 11Town Girls’ Room. Why can’t ihe
Get your tickets now from any place be made definite and then be have and possibly that's the reason
Mace or Mortar Board member for positive that it will be held there? I'm writing this article.
Have you the utter gall to think
the Lawrence follies In the Viking
Furthermore, the Conservatory
Tap room of Club Alexander. presented a petition to have a rep that most fellows enjoy going to
You've never had such an hilarious resentative on the Executive Com dances in these socialized reproduc
evening of entertainment as you'll mittee, for which I don’t blame tions of a straightjacket. I some
times wonder; perhaps you have.
find there.
Mme. Clementine Guillaumette kin. Oh well, you know what I
them. After discussing this peti Now to get down to what I really
And above all, take m y
tion for one hour, they discovered have to say.
Spatouche, B. A., M. M. o=160, PH. mean.
word for it, because I ’m an Aristo
that the petition did not contain the
If you attended the Prom last D; Professor of Philosophy, special tle—authority.
comedy. Newton Fuller, the central proper specifications as to the elec
If you
learned
character of the play, has a passion tion of this representative, and it weekend, you'll realize that it student of Herr Vielsprecher-Klie- nothing else today, what I just told
wasn’t too good. You blame it on foldt in Madagascar, delegate to the you about the teleological organ
for the country and American his
was tabled with the understand the orchestra, but I blame it on the
to r y and theirin lies the plot of this
ing that a new petition be pre crowd. T ^ attendance was the low Philosophical Convention held at isms is worth a fu ll year's tuition.
play, for his passion leads 14m to
Tibby: You arc quite rig h t Mme.
sented next week. (It seems to me est a Lawrence college Prom has Devil’s Island, and Membre de
buy a ramshackle house
where
this could have been discovered in realized in quite some time. Only l’Academie des Alienees, Paris. Spatouche.
Georgie, himself was supposed to
Jack Gooey: Aristotle didn't say
a very few minutes, and also brings 280 were there. How many girls sat Studies in London under Arthur
have slept.
forth a very frequent or usual oc home without dates? Quite a few, Shamrock and student in calisthen tliat—it says here on page . . . .
Miss Burger presented the third
Mms. Spatouche:
I have been
currence of tabling something im  I ’m venture and why? I’ll tell you ics under Wimmerholz (Munich.)
fcet of the Coffee and Cowan pas
Lawrence college proudly an teaching philosophy for thirty years
why; it was because there wasn’t an
sion drama. Family Portrait. It is portant.
Also, a consensus was asked on extra set of formal clothes to be nounces the acquisition of Mme. and never before did a student . • •
the story cf Christ and the last
Jack: It ays here on page
.
how the committee felt regarding had. Thus the majority of the male Clementine Guillaumette Spatouche,
night before his crucifixion. Be
Mme. Spatouche: Never
m ind
tween plays a verse speaking choir the present cut system. Pro and members of our student body took who will immediately take over full what it says!!! 1 Think as I tell
led by Mrs. Truttschel rendered a con was given and this too was in a good show. Every fellow and professorship. In view of the extra you to! Do you hear—do you? I
group of expressive poetry selec tabled. Why? Because I believe girl on this campus paid for the ordinary good luck of Lawrence hav* been teaching philosophy for
tions. This choir developed from the they were afraid to step on the right to attend the Prom, but how college in obtaining the services of thirty years, and I know. I am the
so distinguished a scholar, hence
class in oral interpretation and will toes of the administration and will many made it!
refuse to ask how the student body
Now in two weeks we will have forth all students will be required to greatest philosopher in the world;
appear again on April 24.
feels
about
i
t
So
it
was
put
on
our biggest social function of the take four years of philosophical nobody knows Aristotle as I do.
The program of one-act plays has
been well-selected and produced by the boks and 1 suppose we’ll hear year, the Interfraternity Ball. Its studies under Mme. Spatouche. Un
the members of Mr. Cloak’s play more about it in years to come outcome is in your hands. I under der the new regulations a limited
production class and they deserve but still nothing definite will be stand that many of you girls have number of alumni w ill be recalled
D r . W m . 6 . K e lle r
newly purchased formals and 1 each year to complete their studies.
due credit for their efforts. Not only decided.
Another point brought up was realize that many girls look better
have they been learning and devel
Mme. Spatouche: Now, class, don't
D r . L . H . K e lle r
oping skill in production work, but whether the on-coming Interfra in formal clothes, but how about experiment just think as I tell you
their wise choices and handling has ternity Ball should be formal, in the fellows? When you get right to. The Aristotilian method is quite
OPTOM ETRISTS
afforded the campus theater-going formal or semi-formal. The Execu down to i t there’s only a head clear—teleological organisms sever
public some very good entertain tive committee believed unani showing above the ornamentation. the long levers and digital specula
mously that the dance should be They all look the same; try to find
Modern Eye Examination
ment.
informal. Technically, they could your boy friend if you don’t know tion cosmically metaphysicizes the
Glasses Fitted
efficient
cause
with
empirical
epispass on this and the dance would where to look for him.
be the way they wished but the
Prompt Laboratory Service
There is another important rea temology. Do you see it—do you?
Tibby Lambkin: Yes, Mme. Spa
President (and he deserves a com son why the Interfraternity Ball
121 W . College Ave.
pliment for this) said it must be should not be formal. That being touche, it is very clear.
Mrs. Spatouche: Such a dear —
put before the Student Body.
that a large group of rushees will
Phone 2415
Thus the meeting was adjourned be here for that weekend and the Lambkin, you are a bit tibby,
mean,
Tibby,
you
are
such
a
napand what did they decide? Not quadrangle men w ill be staying in
WAA has selected members of much and for the most part I be town to provide room for them. It
the varsity and class basketball lieve it was a waste of time. Some seems to me that it is quite an im 
teams for this spring Varsity sen thing must be done!
position to make these men move
iors are Joan Glasow, Betty Harker
all their formal clothes to their
and Jean Hubbard. Junior team
respective brothers’ homes in town
Spiegelberg
Speaks
members are Myra Kolitsch, Dorien
Also, these prospective students
might want dates. Do you think col
Montz and Marian Pietsch.
Before
German
Club
BETTER DRY CLEA N ER
lege women will want to go with
Shirley Loth, Carol McCarthy
Because of conflicting programs, fellows who have no formal attire?
and Betsy Ross have been named
222 East College Ave.
I ’m not trying to impress upon
sophomore members. G i e '. c h e n the social meeting of the German
Hines and Rachel Musselman are club has been postponed until Wed you my dislike for formal clothing
nesday evening. April 8. The meet because there is a time and place
the freshmen honored.
T h e s a m e b u ild in g a s
Girls who have been selected for ing will be held in the Union from for everything. But, this just isn’t
seven
to
eight
o’clock.
Mr.
Spie
the time or the place. It’s a sacri
Y o u r E a s t E n d P o s ta l S u b - S ta tio n
the senior class team are Marion
Binzel, Janie Jac' son and Betty gelberg has been asked to speak to fice, girls, but it has its merits. We
I.inquist. Doris Angermeyer, Dor- the members at this time, and the want to show these fellows a good
G la d ly d e liv e r e d t o y o u r r e s id e n t a l u n it .
oth> Hohenadel and Shirley Nelson title of his address is, "Alsace—a time and an informal dance it the
victim of nationalism.”
way to do it.
are junior class team members.
Carolyn O'Connor has been se
lected to represent the sophomore
class. Freshmen members are Jane
Browit, Barbara Hilmers, Janet
Jones. Jane Koffel, Adrith Mac
Donald, Charlotte Mix. Frances
Schncberger, Janice Taylor, Betsy
Trebilcox, Rosemary Weber and
Incorporated
Anne Wilson.

G

Lawrence College Adds New
Member to Teaching Staff

WAA Choose Class
Varsity Members
For Basketball

M odern Dry Cleaner

Hopfensperger Brothers

Executive Group Meets
President-elect Gerry Grady has
announced a meeting of the Exe
cutive Committee Thursday, April
16, in Room 11, Main hall at 7 p.
m. to discuss the question of Con
servatory representation.
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Campus Life Carries on During
Week of Little Activity
BY NAN HOLMAN

F

ROM all indications of campus
gay-life, this gab has a good
excuse for bein’ short—besides
the Lawrentian office is mighty dull
—stop in an’ see for yourself!
For Pi Phi patronnesscs this Sat
urday afternoon, there’s to be a par
ty in the rooms. Last Sunday after
noon, the ADPis had a party in the
rooms—everybody, “due
to war
shortage," brought her own re
freshments if she desired same.
DCs had a party, too, Saturday af
ternoon in the rooms, and KDs re
port an interesting time last Monday
night listening to Mrs. Barrow's
speech. Alpha Chis initiated Gladys
Cahill Friday night and celebrated
Monday evening with an ice cream
party—congratulations, Gladys!
Delts are entertaining Gordon
Jones, field secretary for national;
he arrived yesterday. Phi Delts, un
der orders since Tuesday, w ill be

—THE DATE 18 APRIL 11Get your tickets now frem any
Mace or Mertar Board member for
the Lawrence follies in the Viking.
Tap room of Club Alexander.
You’ve never had such an hilarious
evening of entertainment as you’ll
find there.
initialed tomorrow. They are George
Banta, Ned Bliffert, Ed Myerson. E l
mer Perschbaker, Dick Spencer and
Don Zentnor. Afterwards, there’s to
be a terrific party at the Bantas'
home by way of celebrating. We’ll
congratulate you tomorrow—not to
day!
Sig Eps pledged Fred Rogers this
week and Mr. Reed wus over for
dinner Tuesday night. Phi Taus had
■ high time at their Founder's Day
dinner last Sunday, and Wednesday
night they initiated Robert Herold
and Art Eberlein—Congrats, fellas:
It’s getting' duller—Time out for
vacation!

So They Say

Th<* L aw rontlan Invites student* and
faculty alike to use this colum n for on
expression ol their views on matters
Of common interest. Contributors are
subject only to the restriction that
there shall be no libel and that the
length ot articles be w ithin reasonable
bounds. The article need not be sifned
b u t the editor m ust know who has
w ritten it. It must be understood that
th is is not necessarily the editorial p oli
cy of the Lawrentian.

EW topic of conversation on
campus. . . which will draw
the larger crowd. . . choir or
Marion Anderson? Let's hope ev
erybody remembers April 10 (Fri
day) as choir night on the Artist
Series. But let’s hope certain peo
ple don't come.’ . . . the two tir
ed Appleton gentlemen who sat on
the stage behind Anderson and not
once unfolded their arms. . . not
even when she whirled around and
•ang right in their faces—the two
plum p Appleton matrons who w alk
ed out in the middle of one of Sandor’s numbers, loudly discussing
cake recipes—and the •! !3 blank-!!
who Tuesday night stared Zimbalist
right in the eye and went right on
madly picking his nose. . . with
both hands!!
Sometimes we college people for
get our manners at concerts and
plays in the chapel, but I certainly
don’t think we offend as often, or
badly, as the Appleton crowd. Per
haps I'm too critical, and perhaps
1 just happen to see those things,
but they do make me sore! I don’t
suppose there's much we can do
•bout it except to make certain
that we're as courteous as possible.
Sometimes the performers must
wish their agencies had never sent
thei i up here!
Larry Storms

N

Girls Play Ping Pong
About 70 Lawrence girls have en
tered in the intramural ping pong
tournament. Betsy Ross, who is in
charge of intramurals, announced
that the schedules are posted on
the bulletin boards at Ormsby and
Sage. Competition started yester
day.

One Act Plays
Are Received
With Applause
George Washington must have
been convulsed in his grave if he
hauntd the places where's he's
slept. Zorabel Gasway's production
one one act from “George Washing
ton Slept Here” had everyone who
saw the one acts last Tuesday night
rolling around room 42. In fact we
wonder if occasionally a little more
of real laugh a line comedy might
be produced as a major production
in the Lawrence theater.
Skippy Schumann was perfectly
cast as Naomi Coumbe's poor little
husband who tried so hard but kept
making mistakes in his domineer
ing wife’s way. Surprise of the
evening was John Wadd as Mr.
Kemfer. Lounging about the stage
with his mouth hanging open, he
finally came to life when Uncle
Sam crooked his finger in his di
rection.
In utter contrast with the come
dy was Betty Burger's little direct
ed darling, three scenes from “Fam
ily P ortrait” This very beautiful
play was done with a delicate
touch. Lynn Simmons handled the
role of Mary, Jesus’ mother, with
skill and finesse. This play covered
some unknown talent too. Jane
Fletcher showed herself as a capa
ble actress in the role of Mary
Magdalene. Joe Greco, as Judas Is
cariot, was a new discovery too
who appeared very well.

Elect Smith Officer
In Honorary Society
Miss Olga A. Smith, assistant pro
fessor of biology at Lawrence col
lege. has been elected president of
Wisconsin Epsilon chapter of Delta
Kappa Gamma, honorary education
al society. Miss Smith also has been
named representative of this chap
ter at the national convention to be
held at SL Louis, Missouri, in Aug
ust. Miss Anna Tarr, librarian at
Lawrence, also is a member.

Library Notes

The Victory book campaign is
still in progress..and anyone having
books he wishes to send to the sol
diers should bring them to the li
brary as soon as possible. Three
million books have been collected
by the organizations working in the
campaign, but with our hugely in 
creased army and navy and becausc
many libraries have been lost on
submarined merchant ships, seven
million more books are needed in
1942.
The USO has estimated that it
can use 650,000 books, largely of the
recreational type, in its club houses
near army camps and naval bases.
These are under construction a n d
will number more than 400 when
the program is completed. Many
soldiers are now housed in tempo*
rary crowded rented quarters with
no space for a library, but as the
big new buildings are completed,
a reading room is found at one side
of the entrance door and a writing
room at the other.

Crown Navy Queen
Lawrentians apparently
aren't
the only ones who appreciate Clo
Mary Bennison, for our own little
C lo e; was chosen to rule as Queen
of the Navy Ball at Minnesota.
Their choice is certainly under
standable and heartily acceptable
to Lawrentians.

LAWRENTIAN

SoThey Say-

The Law rentian invites students and
faculty alike to use this column for an
expression of their views on matters
of common interest. Contributors are
subject only to the restriction that
there shall be no libel and that the
length of articles be w ith in reasonable
bounds. The article need not be signed
but the editor must know who has
written it. It must be understood that
this is not necessarily the editorial poli
cy of the Lawrentian.

A

word about our late lamented
Prom might not be out of
place at this point. It would
be all too unjust if those who pilot
ed the event were not to receive the
garlands due their splendid efforts.
Just in case one or more them suffer
from chronic hay fever, the florist
has been Instructed to include a
sprig of ragweed in the bouquet.
For students who attended other
Lawrence Proms at other times, for
students who saw their first last

—THE DATE IS APRIL 11Get your tickets now from any
Mace or Mortar Board member for
the Lawrence follies In the Viking.
Tap room of Club
Alexander.
You’ve never had such an hilarious
evening of entertainment as you’ll
find there.
Saturday night, the entire affair
was rather discouraging. The dec
orations, to convey the mood of
blossoming spring, consisted of one
latticed arbor and a collection of
multi-colored lights. Programs were
conspicuous by their absence, as
were a good share of all loyal Law
rentians.
Music was provided by Doctor
(just call him “Doc") Lawson, at the
console of the mighty electric organ.
Aforementioned organ can act as
very effective and pleasing accom
paniment on occasion, but it can
just as easily be worked to death,
as the good Doc ably demonstrated.
If some kind Samaritan had only
taken him tenderly by the hand and
led him off to some shaded comer,
or had turned off all the electric
power, the evening would have been
much more successful, since the
boys in 4iis band weren't bad at all.
The traditional crowning of the
queens was somewhat redeeming,
and went off as scheduled, embel
lished with much grinning and pic
ture-snapping.
The social committee is not alone
to blame for its lack of originality,
and certainly not for its lack of
funds, though with the eoln expend
ed. more could doubtless have been
accomplished in every category. The
student body must also share the
brickbats for
The student body must also share
the brickbats for its lag in spirit and
interest. But both will have their
chance to atone. Two weeks from
tomorrow night comes the gala hap
pening of this social season, the Interfratemity Ball. Let us all pause
in a moment of silent prayer that
the students, the committee, and the
weather will all join forces to make
it really satisfying.
Bob Carter.

Donald Gives New Angle to
Moral in A-Saps Fables
Donald read books by Benarr Me«
Fadden, by Albert Einstein, by Ar
thur Murray.
Notadamnthinghappened.
For a while he tried showing
what a man he was. He made a
deal with Ma Nature and got her
permisión to moult in the winter.
Donald figured that if she'd let
him do this, thern men would be
sure to think that Donald was quite
the boy.
She let him.
Donald got a helluvacold.
Finally the directors had a meet
ing. Something had to be done.
They thought and thought. Sud
denly one of the gooses flew up
from his roost and honked excit
edly: "Sex! That’s what's missing!
Get a woman and I’ll wager you
two frog legs to an oyster for din
ner next week that sales go up!”
They hired a woman duck.
She had oomph,
it. wham,
zoweee, and everything else that
ain’t In the dictionary.
Sales went up.
For the men.
Every women between sixteen
and sixty stopped paying premi
ums.
T^e directors had another meet
ing. Something had to be d<>ne.
They thought and thought. Sud
denly one of the gooses flew up
Play Modern Spanish,
from his roost and honked excitcdly: “Sex! Too much of it!”
Spanish-American
So they fired the lady goose.
Songs at Club Meeting
No sales at all. Donald and the
The April meeting of the Spanish lady goose got married.
The company hit bottom, and
club was held in tiie Conservatory
didn't bounce.
last night at 7 p. m.
The directors called a meeting.
A program of music by modern
Spanish
and
Spanish-American Something had to be done. They
and “Gua dal quivir" by Ernesto thought and thought. Suddenly
one of the gooses flew up from his
composers was presented.
The piano selections, “Gitanerias” roost and honked excitedly. But
Lecuana, “Dragon” by Federico “Awwwwwkkkkkkkkk!!!” was all
Longas. "Seguidilla” by Sebiniz and that came out. Ever.
The other gooses had strangled
and "Dana del Fuego” by Manuel dc
Falla, were played by three con him.
Moral: If once you don’t suc
servatory students: Peg McNichol,
ceed, try. try again: but you’d be a
Irene Brooks and Wesley Teply.
Recordings of music by other helluvalot better off of you gave
modern Spanish composers were up the first time.
played.

Once upon a time there was a
little man duck. This duck’s name
was Donald, after his twin brother
who worked for Mr. Walt Disney.
Donald was a very handsome duck,
and in his college days had been
quite a football player. So, of
course, there were two alterna
tives for him after college, and he
chose the insurance business.
Donald became the best insur
ance salesman in Golden Goose
County.
Women gooses would
take one look at his curly white
tail feathers, his shiny eyes, and
quack: “Yes, yes. a thousand times,
yes! Whadyaselling?”
So it wasn’t long before every
lady goose between sixteen and
sixty had insurance policies. But
there was an alarming number of
people who didn’t have insurance
policies.
A ll men.
It is sad, but true. Not one man
in Golden Goose County
had
bought insurance from Donald. In
vain had Donald threatened the
horrors of David Devil, in vain
had he shown the hellish brink. In
fact, he had had to keep them from
jum ping in.
Donald read Carnegie's book,

Party for Local
High Senior Girls

The first spring initiation of Sig
A party for Appleton high school ma Alpha Iota took place March
senior girls who are interested in 16 in Dean Waterman's studio at
entering college next fall is being the Lawrence college conservatory.
planned by the Town Girls’ associa Two upperclassmen were initiated«
tion. More than 50 invitations have Janice Klemish and Harriet Peter
been sent out for the event which man. There were also three fresh
man initiates. Betty Van Gorp*
w ill be held April 14.
Early in the evening the girls will Marguerite Brown and Betty PochK ot. a hayrack ride ant* will re ert.
Following the initiation service
turn to the Union where the high
school seniors will be given a was a banquet at the Conway ho
glimpse of Lawrence's social atmos tel. The new initiates we*-e greeted
by the president ana the award for
phere.
Committees for the party include the most outstanding pledge was
invitations. Norma Crow. Janet given to Betty Van Gorp. The two
Full in wider and Astyre Hammer. s;eakers of the evening were Mrs.
Pictures of Lawrence
Entertainment, Rosemary Gabriel, H. K. Piatt and Mrs. Ralph J. Watts;
Activities are in
Margaret Hess, Betty Lemke aari patronesses of the sorority.
Betty Van Gorp. Refreshments will
Library Basement
b planned by Margaret Puth. Miss Buy Your Tickets for
The photograph sale announced Anne Jones, adviser of the associa
Lawrence Follies Now
last week is yet in progress and tion. will accompany the group.
there are still a number of good
pictures available. They include pic
tures published in the Lawrentian
and others of campus activities.
They can be found in the publici
ty office in the basement of the li
SEE OUR SELECTION
brary at prices that vary from four
for five cents to ten ccnts each.
Take advantage of this special sale
Of
while there are still pictures left. Go
over and choose the onqs you want
for your own scrapbook or for that
of your fraternity or sorority.
P E R F E C T
E A S T E R
G IF T S

W E SUGGEST A GOLD OR
J E W

227 W . College Ave.

C R O S S

An Appropriate and Practical Gift

M

See

Soelflow’s Travel
Goods

E L E D

N E C K L A C E

BILL FOLDS
NOTE BOOKS
BRIEF CASES
LUGGAGE

• Starti FRIDAY •

S.A.I. Initiates
Five New Members
At Conservatory

Town Girls Hold

For
the Best
in Leather Goods
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Lawrence Follies Will Begin
A New Tradition on Campus

O

chased from Mace and Mortar Board m embers
or at the Business office.
Part of the entertainm ent consists of skits
and selections from m any various organizations
on the campus and also from the faculty. It is.
rum ored that some of the members of the ad 
m inistration m ay be persuaded to be barten
ders in the V iking tap room. A n orchestra
w ill furnish the music and students may dance
between the three different floor shows.
So we say to you Law rertians— D on’t miss
this gala event. The price of admission has
been set as low as possible *nd we m ay say
again that this w ill be one cf the most rem em 
bered and interesting evenings that you ha e
ever spent here at Lawrence.

!

MODEST MAIDENS
Trtdtmirk

V. S F»««M OAtt

........... Business Manager

L im o n i AL STAFF

MPMaeBMTMi row

F ridoy, April 3, 1942
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week from tomorrow night w ill be tha
beginning of a new Lawrence tradition,
the Lawrence Follies. It hi.s been organized
as a substitute for the Mardi Gras w hich has
been an annual event on the campus.
F ull particulars as to the type of entertain
m ent and fun to be had cannot be revealed as
yet, but we can assure the students that there
has never been anything like it at Lawrence
before. Upon hearing a few of the entertain
ing features that w ill be offered we are con
fident that no student who attends w ill be able
to say he has ever had a more hilarious eve
n ing of fun while at Lawrence.
The event is being sponsored by Mace and
M ortar Board. The members are w orking very
hard to make this an evening long remembered.
The price of admission w ill be 25c per person
and is not a date affair. Tickets may be pur-

Come on, Fellows, Let's Stay O ff the
Lawn Everywhere on the Campus
ES, Spring is here again and it really has
brought out golf and baseball enthusiasts
in hordes at both Brokaw and over at the
Quad. Come on, fellows, let’s stay off the grass
u n til the sod is dry and firm again.
The care that is taken of our lawns now
w ill make the difference in the condition of
the grass for the rest of the year. If wre w ant
our campus to look like a football field looks in
the m iddle of November, just keep on dipping
up the sod w ith those goli c .bs, and continue
tram pling dow n the young grass by playing
baseball. If we w ant our campus to look like
a college campus let’s stay oft. G iv e the grass
a chance.

Y

Let's Show a Real Appreciation
For Performance of A Cappella

N

E XT Friday night the Lawrence college
A C appella choir w ill perform as the final
num ber of the 1941-42 A rtist Series. W e hope
that the students of Lawrence and also the
townspeople w ill be able to appreciate w hat
the A Cappella choir members are doing.
They w ill give a performance that is equal
or above that of professionals in spite of the
fact that over h a lf the singers are not even
voice students. This is a rem arkable feat w ith
a group of students w ho hav„* so m any other
things to do besides the rehearsals.

"Maybe SHE knows some military secrets."

Private Hirst Sends Paper
Telling About Army Life
E4itar'a Nate: The following are some respondent who has been as busy
excerpts from a letter to a Lawrentlan
by a graduate of last year, William R. as a little bee covering Europe and
Hirst. Private First Claa* of the 37th the Far East at the same time:
Coast artillery at Los Angeles. This let
“It has been reported that...........
ter la written In the form of a newspa
per. All who read this will enjoy It. but
only B ill’s friends and acquaintances ran .............for so m any.....................
fully appreciate it.
w ill......... and no doubt..................

because of the.................. however
THE 11RST HITCH
............. and t h e i r . . c a n not
Published every three years.
....................but w ill............... in the
Pfc. Hirst, Editor.
future.
Vol. No. 1.
Poet’s Corner
March 26. 1942 «1 a. m.)
It's good to be a soldier.
E D IT O R S NOTE: Our n a ff has
And fight for liberty
simply because there Is just no
worked faithfully the last few sec
But it’s hard to miss spring for
possible way to transfer the orig-1
onds to prepare a complete report
mats.
inal's vigor, punch and breadth to
on the W’orld conflict, for the most
And match them with K. P.
the screen.
i
part uncensored. This is not to be
TO BE OR NOT TO BE
The DG ’s. K D ’s, Thetas,
A Yank on Ihe Burma Road in- i little the editor's closest competitor,
ITHOUT a doubt, there exists
Miss this Phi no doubt.
adverently
provides
almost
as <Wm. R. Hearst), it is to let the out
on the Lawrence campus u BY ROBERT CARTER
When dancing with their sccond
much humor as its companion fea er world of defense bonds
and
good many things for which
HELLZAPOPP1N’
ture. It combines Laraine Day stamps know the truth— if there is choice.
DOGHOUSE could suggest im 
Who’s 4-F with the gout.
provements. We might suggest es
ELLZA POPPIN’ «now how and Barry Nelson, a juvenile edi tuch a thing.
Love your Lawrence days, my
FLASH: Prime minister, Winston
calators in the chapel for the Sen
did that nasty word sneak tion of Barton MacLane, and gives
friend.
iors who, after attending most ot
into the title?) has too good them a banal story to play with. Churchill praises the editor in the
And love the girls as well.
their morning classes, can’t quite an alibi to take a stiff rap. The Our hero is a hack driver who following statement radioed to all
Time marches on. believe me.
find it possible to make the climb reason: it is like nothing that has cleans up on two notorious gun nations: “Never in the history of
And soon you may see hell.
and must resign themselves to an ever gone before. It is a picture , men, all wih his own two fists, the world have so many owed so
Wanted: On the West C o a s t...,
other chapel cut...........We might
about a picture about a play call- then procedes to clcan up the Japs much to so few."
Men who know how to play sheepssuggest that someone open a fire- ed Hellzapoppin*. In short, *t is on China's Burma road. Near the
Question Of The Year!
head . . . or who have at least
Works stand in the middle of the a picture without a plot. Its only climax, those "dirty so-and-sos’’
W hat caused the great air-raid on
cpiadrangle. . . . Many Lawrentians, excuse for living is to provide an attack Pearl Harbor, and Barry, all Los Angeles? ? ? ? Inquiring report heard of it!
Question: Do blackouts on the
linable to make the trek to the gym assorted collection of lunatics with in a wrath, declaims: "So they were er Hirst got the following state
in a non-stop run, would certainly plenty of stamping room, and. as patting us on the back, trying to ments from the men on the street, Lawrence campus effect the sex life
appreciate
a
‘half-way
house, might be expected under the cir find a soft spot to stick the dagger «not to be confused with the women of Dr. VanHorn’s parameclum? The
answer can only be given by Dr.
equipped with a couple of easy cumstances, lots of the situations in. eh? We'll show those yellow on the street):
V H . . . a n d he won’t tell!
chairs and the evening Post-Cres- and gags are very, very funny; lots rats now! We’ll give them some
A Mr. Mumbo Mootch, specialist
FUNNIEST JOK ES: "The army
cent.
thing to remember Pearl Harbor movie extra of Hollywood who nas
t^ th e m very, very unfunny.
won t take me: I ’m in terrible con
by!”
Then
follows
a
super
mas
been
seen
in
many
pictures
as
the
Pci
dition.” “We don’t have to wor
The suggestions brought forth - 1^ Z r y Z ^
z a n i e T S w t n d « sacre. the best since the Alamo, or corpse falling out of the closet, did ry about the Japs; we'll knock
The bodies not comprehend the question for a
the DOGHOUSE are not Intended .« ™ u £ £ ree.s On the ceTebrat- Custer’s last stand.
be entirely Impossible. A feu weeks ^ side we havp Q)e Q|sen ;md pile up in heaps On this bloody long time, then his face lit up and them off with a couple of bombs
over Tokyo.”
aco we pointed out the possibility
he looked at the reporter with a
straining
awfully note we'll leave it.
Season’s Song Hits
and advantage* of building som** Chic Johnson
bright
smile
showing
both
his
teetn.
Best known by men in the Ser
form of boathouse on the river hard, which is a point to their
then
he
said—"Huh?"
Mr.
Sidney
vice: “She said no; he said please!’*
somewhere near the rampus. The credit, Hugh Herbert, one for
Golden replied to the question, “Eet
Worst liked in the Service: «With
*ol Fox used to he an integral part whom I have always had a certain
vas
beautiful,
I
’m
runnink
to
mine
penchant.
Mischa
the exception of our Allies south of
• f the camptiH life. The river bank unexplainable
store
and
selling
overkoats
all
true
U. S. near the Mexican border),
1» still used, but the river itself has Auer, as good as ever, which is
de town to peoples vats cetching
“Clap, clap. clap, clap, Deep in the
no use to the students other than a good enough for me, and Martha
colt
in
pajamas
from
sightseeing
dc
Heart of Texas.”
place to spit when crossing John Raye. as loud, as bulky, and as un
soichlights."
Soldiers' choices in theater: Any
street bridge. A few canoes would bearable as she could possibly be BY DAYTON GRAFMAN
Mr. Tom Traine, when asked if burlesque house with front row
soon be paid for by the rental fees in one and a half hours. We also
PROGRAM of Spanish music he saw any planes in the air that seats for 50c! No comments were
obtained from adventurous couple« have an amusing man and woman,
was given by Peg McNichol. night, just smiled and raid he had made on pictures. One guy men
•n warm Saturdays and Sunday». searching for Mrs. Jones and Oscar
Irene Brooks and Wesley just been married that day. He was tioned that there wasn’t a movie
Some single shells would form s respectively, a gentleman absorb
not questioned any further. The picture house in L. A. worth going
swell addition to the Spring and ed in a detective magazine, and a Tephy for the Spanish club at an
open meeting held at the Conserva most enlightening comment was to anymore. He said he had to
bear on a scooter.
Fall physical education schedule.
•?
*
*
The musical sequences in Hellza tory last night. April 2. The selec made by Mr. Hellbent Stinko, change his seat last week four times
“Were der planes." he says, “day
DOGHOUSE hopes that sometime poppin’ are extremely well done, tions were by modern composers.
before he sat next to a girl who
was all over de sky, puty tings,
■oon some spirited Lawrence indi particularly the water ballet and Several Spanish recordings were al
wouldn't slap him.
green, yellow, burple, and opaque,
so
played.
The
program
was
as
fol
A Soldier’s Library
vidual or group will bring the tele the dancing darky revue. So are
dey was camoflooged to look like
lows:
phone issue to the attention of the the projection rix»m scenes, the
Ed’s. Note: Many people want to
student body or administration or Stinky Miller episode, and other G ita n e ría s ........... Ernesto Lecuona big leng snakes, elephants and know what kind of books and maga
Wherever it will get some attention. scattered and varied happenings. Guadalquivir . . . Ernesto Lecuona girafumuuses. I have no doubt dey zines soldiers read and would like to
was Japs because of her peculiar
There seems to be no plausible rea But on the whole, llrllza falls short
From Andalucía Suite
design." When asked where he was read. Here's hoping this will help
son why Sage. Ormsby, Peabody
Peg McNichol
at the time, he said, “Right outside you.
and Brokaw cannot have adequate,
Aragon ............................. F. Longas
Favorites: “Zip” “Zoom” “Wow”
the Pig and Whistle—funny ting, 1
lip-to-date telephone facilities. Hro- wait nearly an hour as four longWesley Teply
always see dem when I come from “Hep Hot” "Police Gazette” “Spicy
kaw residents cuss like heck after winded lovers used the only two Seguidilla «Castilian'Dance) I
de Pig and Whistle—I’m very much Bits" any old "Esquire", funny
running down four flights and find phones available for all the student
Albefiiz
afraid de army has been very lax books of all kinds, "Artists Models”
i
esldents
of
that
dorm.
The
admuiing that the party g«>t tired of wait
Danse Rituella Du Feu .......
—that should be enough to give you
missing them all de other times."
Istrative
reaction
to
this
would
ing and hung up.
....................... Manuel De F ilia
The Inquiring reporter planned an idea.
probably be a request for all the
Irene Brooks
Phooey: The following books and
on interviewing his Editor but then
Half the cases in the infirmary fellows to whisper ffceir love-line
realized at the time of the raid magazines Frequently donated with
result from the Ormsby gals who (no hook) within the confines ol'
that the editor was not to be found the good graces of citizens but with
Fan over to Pan-Hell to call and five minutes.
until the "All-clear" signal, ami no appeal to soldiers for obvious
Congratulations to .Mr. Bark; he
neglected to put on their stadium
then he emerged from the basement reasons. "Repent, oh you Sinner"—
boots. The other half are those is now the proud father of a seven
covered with coal dust. His report distributed by the East Side Evan
Brokaw
boys who went to the pound baby boy, Dennis. To quote
would no doubt turn out to be a gelists. “Vogue"—usually w-ith many
Greek’s to use the phone and got Mr, Bark—“All this business and
pages cut out where gown designs
lost in the back room of Dick* talk of expectant fathers pacing the
Monday, April 6: Patterns in Pan- dark secret.
w’ere. “How to W in Friends and
Communique
*h e n ‘passing through.’ The other floors while awaiting the blessed
tomine.
The following report has Just Influence People" and "Do you
evening central had three important event is the bunk. Why, during the
Thursday, April 9: Sunset Play come to tfie editorial rooms, a late want a Business Career?"
long-distant calls for various Sage whole time, I sat in a chair perfectly
Editor Says—"Good night"
!communique from our foreign cor
ers will present a play.
gaJs but the anxious parents had to still—paralysed!"
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Tennis Team
Starts Season

jams Compete
i DeMolay
age Tourney

Last Year's Stars Form
Nucleus of New Team

Appleton Chapter
Plays Two Games at
Alexander Gym Friday
ighteen teams will compete In the
isconsin state DeMolay basketball
urnament at Alexander gym toand tomorrow. The John
F.
se cnapter of Appleton will take
the Milwaukee chapter at 10 a.
Friday in class A competition,
d the Neenah-Menasha class B
am will meet Kenosha at three
clock Friday after »oon.
The **L” club and tho fraternities
ill be hosts, and while the men
re here they will be entertained at
raternity open houses.

Tickets For Sale

Tickets for a real series of games
ill be one sale at the fraternity
louses for 25 cents entitling
the
mrchaser to all or as many of the
(ames as he chooses. John Rose>ush is in charge of entertainment
>etween the halves at the Friday
md Saturday evening games.
The “L ” club, fraternities and
ihe athletic departmeni would like
the students to give these boys a
real Lawrence welcome. Some of
th players are consideiing com
ing to Lawrence next year and
we've got to make sure of i t
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Greek Sports

Hold College
Ring Tourney
BY BOB ALVIS
ITH the basketball season
and the track season
W over
still in the offing all atten At School Gym

tion was centered on the bowling
matches this week. The Phi Delta
met the Sig Eps and the Betas fac
ed the Phi Taus on the alleys in
the second round of the tourna
This year's basketball team was ment. The standings up to this time
are:
the strongest in the history of Law
Team
Won
Lost
rence college. Not only did they Delts •
break every existing college record, Sig Eps
blit they were also undefeatd on Phi Delts
#ieir home floor. A rocky start, Betas
which saw them lose three games Phi Taus
before. Christmas, was more than
The Phi Delts pulled a mild up
compensated for by their fine show set on the Sig Eps, takir.j two of
ing later in the season. Though all the three games in their matches.
their defeats occurred away from The victors won the first game by
home, it can't be only three pins but showed a 60
said they played pin margin in the third game. Sam
poorer ball on Remly’s 520 count was high for the
the trips. It was Phi Delts and Ken Bergquist’s 515
just a couple of was the top mark for the losers.
bad breaks in Bergquest also hit a 205 which was
cluding t h r e e the high line in this match.
The Phi Taus took one out of
one-point losses
to Carleton, St. three from the Betas when two Be
Norberts,
a n d ta keglers turned in games below
120. A1 Fraser chalked up a 232
Monmouth.
In Dick Miller game in his last series which is
the team had high so far for the season. Roy Reithe g r e a t e s t mer's 192 was the top for the los
scorer in
the ers.
THE 11TH FRAME: The Sig Eps
Denny
school’s history.
are a hot and cold team, two of
Bill Crossett was undoubtedly
ie
their bowlers dropping from 194 in
finest feeder in the conference and the first game to 139 in the third.—
■et up a lot of Dick's shots. How Splits were flying fast and frequent
ever. Phil Harvey's defensive work. last week, several games being
West Morns’
dribbling, Warren turned in with three or more.—
Buesing's rebound work and the
rest of the squad's help can't be
overlooked. And then we have Don
Frederickson’s all round work, es
pecially those set shots and that
left-handed push. He will be sore
ly missed next year as he has been
a stellar light for three years. Nev
ertheless. his loss should be more
than made up for by the addition of
four outstanding freshmen; “Butch''
Bahnson, Bill Burton. George Vander Weyden and Julius Herzfeldt,
who has regained his eligibility.
Yes, there will be a wealth of ma- |
terial awaiting next year's confer
ence campaign.
A. C. Denney

Coaches'Corner

dsy
tnd

LAW REN CE NETTERS GREET NEW CO ACH — Aspironts to this year's tennis team greet
their new coach, Paul M artin, veteran professional. From left to right are Bob Morris, Mr.
M artin, 'Doc' V an Hengel and Don Fredrickson. SAart\n also will serve os pro at the Doty
Tennis club in Neenah.

Students Show Very
Little Interest; Only
Few Place Entries
BY DON ZENTNOR
A disappointing all-college box
ing tournament was held last Fri
day afternoon at Alexander gym.
It was disappointing not so mucn
in the bouts themselves as in the
evident lack of interest.
In no
weight class were there more than
two entrants, and in the 120, 155,
175 and heavy weight divisions
there was only one entrant. This
apparent lack of interest raises the
question as to whether the athletic
department should go to the trou
ble of staging a tournament next
year. It is the belief of this writ
er that there would be a larger
turnout if the affair was put back
on an interfraternity basis with a

plaque for the fraternity that scored
the most points.
Summary
120 lb.—Lynch won by forfeit.
127 lb. — John "Tiger” Lynch
pounded out a clean cut decision
over Don Elliott. Lynch was ahead
from the start and showed great
poise in the ring.
135 lb.—Paul O'Brien decisioned
‘•Lefty” Croghan to retain his
championship. O ’Brien piled up
points in the first two rounds ‘o
coast to victory although he tired
visibly in the third. Croghan has
been O'Brien's most worthy oppon
ent since Paul entered Lawrence.
145 lb.—A split decision gave
John Mollen th i crown over Jer/y
Brumbaugh.
Brumbagh’s lack of
aggressiveness cost him the fight.
155 lb.—Leo Miller won by for
feit.
165 lb.—George Lucht had too
much power for Bud Banta and
won easily. Bud. a game fighter,
didn't have the dynamite in his
fists that Lucht had.
175 lb.—“Monk” Myerson won by
forfeit.
Heavyweight—A1 Zupek retained
his crown by forfeit.
Two exhibitions rounded out the
card. Leo Miller and Ned Gallo
way drew as did “Abe Simon”
Myerson
and
"Tony
Galento
Keeler.

The Phi Delts look like a cinch for
the supremacy cup again this year
with
wun every other
oxner house
nouse except
excepi the
mt Q
w
_* I » t
Phi Taus still conceded a chance B u y TOUT I IC k e tS t o r
for second.—With all the increased
interest the Interfraternity track Lawrence Follies Now
meet should be a real battle. On
the basis of the indoor results the
Sig Eps and Phi Delts look like the
teams to beat.

The tennis courts down next to
the Fox are once more resounding
to the thud of the ball and the
twang of the racquets as the 1942
Viking tennis team gets under way.
This year our boys are under the
very capable direction of Coach
Paul Martin.
With our stellar doubles team of
Wes Morris and Don Fredrickson
back and with last year's outstand
ing freshman. Doc Van Hengle,
eligible for varsity competition, the
team has a strong nucleus upon
which to build. There are ten men
out for the team: Gene Pope, Hank
Allen, Doc Van Hengle, Dick Henika. Olin Mead, Wes Morris, R a y
Gile, Jim Eckrich, Don Fredrick
son and Stan Sampson. Coach Mar
tin has stated that he will carry
seven men on the squad. A man
ager will be picked from among the
three men that will be cut. The
team practices on the courts from
two to five every day.
Monday the freshman team w ill
begin practice at the same hours
as the varsity. The freshman squad
will consist of twelve men. A fresh
man manager will also be picked
from among the boys cut from the
squad. Needless to say, the manager
will be the one who worked t h e
hardest before the squad was nar
rowed.

Lawrence Cagers
Place Second in
Amateur Tourney
A Lawrence basketball team con
sisting of Dick Miller, Bill Crossett,
Dave Wakefield. “Butch" Bahnson,
Geoige Vander Weyden, Bill Bur
ton and Julius Hertzfeldt went up to
Rhinelander and placed second in
the collegiate division of the annual
Northern Wisconsin-Michigan am
ateur basketball tournament. Miller
piled up 34 points on 17 baskets in
beating Northland college 59 to 29
Saturday night and the local boyg
lost to Stevens Point Sunday night
40 to 30. Miller said “All we needed
was Buesing or Fieweger to get
some rebounds for us
All seven of the players are still
talking about the wonderful time
they had on the trip. They stayed
at Bob Lsterbrook's home in Rhine
lander and are awfully grateful for
the wonderful hospitality of the
Esterbrooks. Then to top it all off,
the seven players and Pat and
Wally Chilsen drove back to the
campus leaving at 3:30 a. m. Mon
day. all nine in the Chilsen’s car.

REMEMBER STUDENTS,
FOR FINE FOOD »»< FINE SERVICE
bring your parents ond friends to the

C andle Glow Tea Room
Phone 1544
120 E. Lawrence St.
Appleton, Wis.

Kodaks
Photo Supplies
and

»nt to
rciagaike to
help
Wow”
‘Spicy
funny
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'e you
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Finishing

Koch
Photo
Shop
231 E. College
Avenue
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Spring Grid
Season Opens

Lawrentians Dance to Wee
Hours of Morning at Prom

Thirty-Eight Vikings
Report for Spring
Football Practice

BY JOHN GREGG
NE Hank Pierce says in the Beloit student paper that Beloit
leads the midwest conference (according to a Beloit devised
point system) in supremacy of all sports for the school year ’41-'42
thus far. In their point system Beloit has 26.5 points while Law
rence and Grinnell have 26 apiece, Knox 21. Cornell 20.5, Mon
mouth 19, Ripon 9, Coe 6. . . . Something’s awfully screwy. Com
pare our record to that of Beloit: football. Lawrence-4, Beloit-6;
basketball, L-2, B-4; swimming, L-l, B-3; wrestling. B-2, L-3; cross
country, B-3, L-no entry.

O

Thirty-eight Vikings are practic
ing every day out at Whiting field in
anticipation of next fall's pigskin
campaign. However, of this number
at least half are inexperienced; thus
Coach Hesclton will have to devote
most of the three weeks to fun
damentals. Most of these green men
are merely substituting spring foot
ball for gym, and many experienced
players are participating in other
spring sports such as tennis, golf and
track.
Warren Buesing, George Lucht
•n d A1 Zupeck are the only letter
men practicing. For these experi
cnccd men as well as for the fresh
men numeral winners Coach Hesel
ton has promised as much scrim
mage as possible.
Look Good
The freshmen players that look
good the first few days of practice
are: Hahnson and Burton, ends;
Keeler, Kliefoth and Banta. backs;
and Curry, Small and Zick, linemen.
Carl Giordana, ace frosh back, re
ported for practice for the first time
Wednesday.
Special attention will be given to
linemen as next fall’s team, in order
to be among the leaders, must de
velop some new men in the’ front
line to replace the eight graduating
seniors.

Phi Delts Win
Easy Victory
In Greek Meet
Fieweger, Sattizahn
Holway Lead Way to
One Sided Victory

Friday, April 3, 194

LAWRENTIAN

•

•

•

This system scores 8 points for a first place, 7 for second, 6
for third arid so on dow n putting as m uch emphasis on cross
country as on football or basketball, a very unfair way to base
points.
Because Beloit was ahead of M onm outh in sw im m ing,
w restling and cross country, Beloit ranks far ahead of Monmouth,
basketball cham pions and second in football. Under this system
a school can claim general athletic supremacy while being weak
in m ajor sports if they are very strong in m inor sports. . . . S olu
tion? Sure. Double points for basketball, football and track, the
natio nally recognized m ajor sports (along w ith baseball a t larger
schools).
•
•
•

Now that the Prom is all over and
everybody knows who the Beauty
Queens are we can relax with our
memories until the festivities of the
May Queen begin.
Our recollections may include a
pep band and the novelty of hav
ing an organ. This special in stru 
ment gave an unusual but friendly
atmosphere.
Upon entering the gym (which
didn't look like a gym at all) one
was immediately attracted by rose,
blue, golden and green neon lights
that were intermittently flashed

stepping through portals of ne<
lights. One by one the chosen gii
came forth, met their dates at tl
bottom of the stairs, then follow*
the path made by the King ai
Queen, while appreciative eyes fo
lowed them. There was a great sig
after the last one made her ei
trance, then the dancers gathered i
the farther end of the room to watc
the photographers at work.
Dancing again resumed and cor,
tinued until one o'clock. But th
girls didn't have to return immedi
ately to the dorms since this was th'
first and only time that they ha<
—THE DATE IS APRIL 11Get yew tickets now from any two o'clock hours. What a joy tha
Mace or Mortar Board member for was! Difficulty arose, howevei
the Lawrence fellies in the Viking about 1:30 when the girls, whi
Tap room of Club Alexander. weren’t used to such unusual hours
Yon've never had such an hilarious began to feel drowsy. But they were
evening of entertainment as yea’ll bound-and determined not to let i
find there.
out because they wanted to show
their appreciation. By two o'clock
around the room. These lights help though, most everyone was ready tc
ed to create a nightclub atmosphere return to her respective dorm and
and the gayety of all those present dream about the wonderful eve
ning.
completed the picture.

Mala Event
O f course the main event, the Did You Know?
I don’t have the conference cross country meet results, bat this thing all were anxiously awaiting,
$55.000.00 w ill buy a pursuit
system would put Grinnell on top with 39. Lawrence 38, Monmo.ith was trie announcement of the Beau plane.
$75,000.00 will buy
medium
ty Queens followed by their prome
right in there somewhere (cross country?) and Beloit 35 points.
nade. When midnight finally ar tank.
Sure, my system favors Lawrence, Monmouth, Grinnell and ev rived all the girls in their pretty
$210,000.00 will buy a light bom«
eryone but Beloit, but the other system seems to favor only Beloit. dresses and their dates formed two bardment plane.
$335.000.00 will buy a heavy bom
1 suggest Hank Pierce change his system.
facing rows, the whole length of
•
•
O
the floor from the orchestra to an bardment plane.
especially erected platform. George
May I wish the Beloit kite-flying contest a huge success. 1 pre Garman. Prom King, and Jean HagBuy Your Tickets for
sume th a ts the gram m ar school division of the school. Basketball lund. Prom Queen and also Beauty
and football player Jo h n n y H annifan is the hope of the fourth Queen, began the long march after Lawrence Follies Now
grade, w hile “S onny” Satterthw aite w ill do or die for the sixth
graders. A M arble tournam ent is being arranged dow n there for
the near future. S pring has really hit the Beloit campus lik e a
F o rty y e a r s o f e x p e r ie n c e
ton of bricks.
•
•
•
t o h e lp s o lv e y o u r
The all college fencing and badminton tournaments were held
yesterday too late for this issue. Don Frederic’ison was badminton
champ in 1941 and was to defend his title.
•

*

•

Dean DeW itte, G rin n e ll basketball guard, has been elected cap
tain of the '42-’43 G rin n e ll basketball squad.
O u r own team
pickcd DeW itte on its second “all-opponent” five.
*
*
*

Plumbing ond Heating Problems
W . S. PATTERSON CO.

Tickets to the state DeMolay basketball tourney being held at
Alexander gym today and tomorrow are on sale at the fraternity
and all houses. There should be some fine ball played out there.

_____ A«..Advertised la “ MA D E M O IS E L L E

With Fiewegcr. Sattizahn,
•
•
*
Holway leading the way, the Phi
Delts breezed to an easy victory in
The Beloit Relays are expanding to include * relay for service
the interfraternity track meet the teams and a ju n io r college relay. C am p G ra n t has already entered
week before vacation. The Betas
and the Sig Eps tied for second with a team and other not too distant arm y and naval posts are ex
22 points trailing the Phis' 59. and pected to enter teams.
•
•
•
the Delts and independents scored
six and two points respectively.
V\ierdsma Athletic Field” (the quad yard) has been the scene
Jim Ficwcger took firsts in the
shut put, 45 yard low hurdles, and of great activity most of this week. Batting practice and fly shag
the highjump. He set new records in 1 ging make u> the baseball program, while som of the golfers are
the lows. 5.5 seconds, and in the using the Delt and Phi Tau houses as backstops for their driving
highjump, 6J". The latter for our range. Windy Severson was seen Tuesday afternoon to be digging
Indoor set up is really a remarkable
’indy, “Hell, this
Jump Jim Sattizahn set a new rec a sand trap with a number 3 iron. Quote
ord of five seconds flat in the 45 course isn’t tough enough."
•
•
•
yard dash, Colvin set a record of
47.5 seconds for the three lap race,
One Year Ago This Issue: By defeating the P hi Taus 42-11, the
•n d Chuck Rollins shoved the one
Phi Delts won the interfraternity basketball race. The Sig Ep3
lap record down to 11.4 seconds.
"Beep'* Holway leaped 19' 10" in tied the Phis early in the bow ling race: Jo h n Meyers won the only
the broadjump to win. Bob Persh- match for the Blue and W hite as the Vike fencing team was e lim 
backer took the polevault, and inated early in the state meet.
Ralph Colvin wfon the 8-lap run.
The Sig Ep» nosed the Phi Delts
out in a nip-and-tuck relay.
ran the second to a deuce but fin
Shotput: 1) Fieweger (PD>. Rollins
ally lost. Strange said tnat Don put
(SK>. 3> Ruestng iPD«, 4> Messenger
up one of the toughest fights he had
(B>. 42’V*.
4."> yard low hurdles:
Sattizahn <PD>.
ever faced. The eventual winner
Si lloiim* (SE', 3> E. Peinhbacher iPD>.
Don Fredrickson, who has been of the championship was Jack Ri
4i Mngnw IB». 5» second, new recotd.
Three Ups' 1 Colvtn (B*. 2i Holway playing top notch badminton on the day. Wes Morris, of Lawrence, also
IPD' 3 • L. Cooper (PDI. :47.5, new rec Lawrence campus for the last four lost in the first round.
ord
Don teamed with Gordon Haase
4."> yard low hurdle*: 1> Fiewegor <PD'. years, found the competition a little
l i Holway <PD>. 3i Oliver <PD>, 4. E. too stiff in the state tournament and entered the doubles tourna
I*ershb;tcher (PDt. :05.5. new record.
last week. He drew Paul Strange, ment where they progressed as far
B roadjum p: 1> Holway <PD>, 2* Oliver
(P D i, 31 E Pershbacher <PD. 4> Colvin last year's runner-up, in the first as the second round before being
<B'. im o ”.
round and lost in two games. Don eliminated.

Independent

Buy Your Tickets for
Lawrence Follies Now

Driessen Dairy
You have tried the rest,
now the best

303 E. Calumet
Phone 5035

2

u o -' ¿ ¿ ¿ f e

j ô

o'*.

Frederickson Plays
In State Tourney

One lap: It Rollins tSE', 2> E. Pershbai hor (PDi. 3» Dite <PD>, 4* Person
<SE' : 17.4, new record.
H ik I) lump: 1 Fieweger (PDi, 2» U u
(B>. 3» Oliver <PD',
new record.
8 lap: 1 Colvin (B>, 2> Vander Wey
den <D. 31 llodson (.Ind.) 4» Pearce
(PD i. 2:S9.
Pole vault: 1> R. Perschbacher <B', 2>
Nenckl (D>. 10’ 6”. 4 lap relay: It Si«
Eps 21 Phi Delts. 59 3.
Team Seere*
Phi Delta Theta
59
Beta Theta Pi
22
8lgm;i Phi Epsilon
22
Delta Tau Delta
fi

213 E. College Ave.

Phone 4700

K I C I I H EELS for

L O W H EELS for
SH O R T DATES

SLACKS
and

Ik e Roam*About

SLA CK SUITS
$

5 .9 5

to $

1 4 .9 5

L

M

f

- W

110. U. *.

off. »NOC»M»0*

Flexible Shank O x fo rd s

with separate shirts, Jerkins and Gaucho
Blouses.

Do you love to dance —These famous shoes

See our extensive collection.

give your feet happiness...you’ll never get

A ll colors.
Sizes 10 to 20

tired, they massage the arch with every step.

Grace’s Apparel Shop

ill
Sj

H E C K E R T SHO E CO.
119 E. College Ave.

Appleton
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S P E C IA L V A L U E S
In T e n n is N e e d s
S C H L A F E R ’S

r e a lly S A V E

LAW REN CE BEAU TY QUEENS— These 12 young women
Sot
were presented ot the Lowrence college prom Soturdoy
night
os the most beautiful girls on the compus. Left to right, top 1
row, ore: M arjorie Horkins, M ary Wood, Francis Smith, Dee
Fromberg, and Virginia Aylword. Middle row, left to right, are: |
Jerry Swortout, Beverly M acBride, Virginia Jensen, Dorothy
Ruddy and Barbara Boyce. Bottom row, left, is Jean Haglund,
prom queen and Jeanne Green. (Post-Crescent Photo.)

YOU

Spring at Lawrence Brings
Song and Poetry in Its Wake
Lawrence in the spring—it’s an
old story, but fortunately it happens
every year.
The first inevitable sign is the
baseball practice around the frater
nity houses. "Doc” Van Mengel slug
ging a few for the Sig Eps to catch
at the other end of the quad. And
Kempie getting in pitching practice
so she can help the Betas out.
Then there are the well-known
poems that go around campus on
the subject Johnny Meyers brought
out an old one several weeks ago.
•* Tis spring
The bird is on the wing.
Now isn’t that absurd,
I thought the wing was on the
bird.”
The Brokaw boys put their bit of
song in the air by whistling from
the front porch as the girls walk
over to Peabody. Golf practice is
also in evidei.ee on the front lawn.
Pin hanging at Lawrence used to
be a sure sign of spring, but accord*
ing to the way they’ve ben flying
around this year, it’s been spring
since last September. A couple years
ago the Delts had to call their pins
in for initiation, and it looks like
the Betas and Phi Delts will be fol
lowing suit in the same way.
Certain cases in the faculty are al
so in evidence. Tests are catching lip
on us, and Mr. DuShane is running
around in shirt sleeves now.

Boy Your Tickets for
Lawrence Follies Now

M ONEY

$ 3 .5 0 W ils o n
“ O u t w e n t s ia ”

R acquet

Government Needs
More Engineers
Within Next Year

3.50 Wilton "University" Racquet 2.98

The United States needs 300,000
more engineers and technicians
within the next year and it is up to
the colleges ot the country to help
r.m edy that deficiency, says Dr.
Henry T. ileald, president of the
Illinois Institute of Technology.
Admitting that colleger cannot
meet all actual needs now, Heald
suggests four ways in which they
can help. The speedup program of
graduation is an important contri
bution, he says, making available
some 14.000 engineers at least a
month sooner.
Other college contributions, Hcald
points out, would be to bring back
into active work those engineering
graduates now' engaged in other
wotk; to encourage every qualified
high school graduate to enter en
gineering at once; and installation
of defence training coursc as short
time refreshers.
Women, the educator says, will
also play an important part in the
engineering field. There are many
minor jobs—draftsmen, inspectors,
chemists—that can be filled by wo
men and that may have to be filled
by w’omen because of scarcity of
qualified men, Heald feels. (ACP)

$6 Wilson "Vines Match Play" . . 4.98

I wiegana.

•

$5 Wilson "Scholastic"............... 3.98
$5 Wilson "Mary K. Browne" . . 3.98
W ils o a “ C h a m p io n s h ip ”

Tennis B o lls .........................
Pressure Sealed In Cant

50

$6 Wilson "Budget All Star" . . . 4.98
7.50 Wilson "Vines Tournament" 5.98

3 for 1.45

FREE

Wilson
"M ATCHED P O IN T 4
Tennis B o lls .........................
3 for $1

R U B B E R IZ E D

CO VER

with each racquet sold

T e n n is C o n rt M A R K E R S

PRESSES 6 9 C

. . .

2 .2 5

27 foot Single . . . 2.98
36 foot "Roped". 4.95
42 foot "Roped". 5.95
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SCHLAFER'S
115 W . College Are.
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Hamilton Attends

Mortar Board-Mace Follies!?
They Won't Tell Us Either

Dean Thomas Hamilton represent*
ed Lawrence college at the col
lege days held last Friday at the
Eau Claire and Chippewa Falls
high schools.

Mortar Board and Mace score, — ------------------again. This time it’s an entirely
.
.
new wrinkle to take the place of D o U C jIa S S p e a k s a t
the annual Mardi Gras. In case
Buy Your Tickets for *
some of us don’t remember, that Pension Conference
event was packed with fun, excite
George A. Douglas, assistant pro Lawrence Follies Now
ment, and originality, but the lat fessor of sociology at Lawrence col- !
est idea promises to top anything lege, spoke at the district confer- |
yet.
ence of Pension supervisors to be
The Mortar Board-Mace Follies held in Appleton April 1. Mr. Doug
comes off at the big gym April 11. las has been very active in welfare
It is a strictly informal affair, and and sociological work in Appleton
dates aren't at all necessary.
and Outagamie county.
It is rumored that the gym will
be dressed up as a night club with
the faculty behind the bar. They've might as well impress someone,
His reply was as follows:
U N IT E D
“A few day’s break in the old
—THE DATE IS APRIL 11—
Get your ticket* now from any routine is indeed a pleasant relief,
STATES
Mare or Mortar Board member for
but who would want to stay away
(he Lawrence follies In the Viking
Tap room of
Club Alexander. from school for any length of time
You’ve never had such an hilarious — school with all its diversions and
evening of entertainment as you’ll amusements, school with all—’* At
find there.
this point he fixed his dreamy gaze
on a distant object, so we tactfully
promised to make it a “free“ night left him.
as far as restrictions go—‘course it
Honors for the most enterprising
depends upon what they serve. The of our vacations go to Betsy Ross
fraternities and sororities have and Bob Barton *who hitchhiked to
something up their sleeves in the Wheaton, Illinois. The two display
way of a floor show to keep in the ed a large “Just Married" sign for
WAR NEEDS MONEY I
Spirit of the occasion.
their passport and were picked up
Tt . . . ___. „ ____. . .
A ll in all, each fun-loving, curi by a farmer, country lawyers who .
wtU o o jt m oney to defeat ou r
ous Lawrentian should be around gave their ideas for solving pres/ ® ur, * o r# ,n ‘
to see what's up 'cause they're sure ent day problems, a mechanic and a m*n c* " on you
p nowto miss something if they don't.
Pillsbury Flour salesman. "Except ; B u y D*^en»e B on de or S ta m p a
that the farmer's car was full of
M ake every p ay day Bon d
straw and dirt, "said Betsy, “we had i
by p a rticip a tin g in the Pay •
roll Saving» Plan.
a grand time."
B o n d » ooat $18.75 a n d u p .
Stam pe are 10+, 25t mnd up.
Buy Your Tickets for
T h e help of every in d ivid u a l ia
Lawrence Follies Now
needed.
HE question« of the week, re
peatedly asked without ex
pectation of a definite answer
are: "Did you have a nice vaca
tion?" and “How does it feel to be
back at school?** Your roving re
porter. however, really pinned 'em
down until the following replies
Were received.
S a lly S tro ng and B a rb a ra W a r 
re n . freshmen, were skating labor
iously up the Oneida street h ill
when the question was shouted at
T h e r e ’s
th e m

BU Y

STAMPS

Inquiring
Reporter

— From tht

Richmond

TimM-Dicpotth.

T

M o/ p Pâeasure «

“School’s swell," Sally panted,
••but it’s wonderful not to have to
Sign out at home.’*
“Yeah,’’ Barbara chimed in." but
you don’t have to worry about hav
ing a key to the front door of
Ormsby if you get in late.”
“Even Appleton is pretty lively
after Manitowoc where all the fel
lows are working on defense pro
jects,” Phil Knell told us. For Jean
Kieweg the defense projects at
home are a decided advantage,
since they bring coast guards to
Kewaunee.
*‘I smashed two fenders on the
family car when I was at home,"
Judy Brott admitted. “Nobody can
do that here at school." Bill Nolan
must have decided that since his
words were to be publicized he

satisfaction in knowing that the 6Va/
revenue tax you pay on every pack of twenty
cigarettes is doing its bit for Uncle Sam
A n d

y o u ’l l g e t c o m p l e t e

s a t i s f a c t i o n i n C h e s t e r f i e l d ’s

s m o k in g

f a m o u s b le n d

o f t h e w o r l d ’s b e s t c i g a r e t t e t o b a c c o s . T h i s
s u p e r io r
lik e

best

b le n d
in

a

is

to p s

c ig a r e tte .

m ild e r , fa r c o o le r a n d
T r y C h e s te r f ie ld s
say

in

e v e r y th in g
It

is

you

d e fin ite ly

lo ts b e t t e r - t a s t in g .

to d a y .

See w h y

m illio n s

: “ Y o u c a n 't b u y
3 tQ r» p *

a b e t t e r c ig a r e tte .
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NEW HATS
For Spring

CAROLYN CASSIDY. M itt A m eri
ca n Aviation. From coast to coast
our country's air lines or* playing
o major part in National Defense.
From coast to coast Chesterfield
gives smokers more pleasure.

3.98

On

A L L CO LO RS

t h e
M

A LL SIZES
A LL LA TEST STYLES
WHEREVER YOU FIND A BLUEJACKET
YOU’LL FIND CHESTERFIELD. On FT• boot,
sub or battle .wagon, they give smokers
a lot more pleasure.

a

t

io n

's

F

W i WILL WIN. We did it before
and we'll do It again. Once a
smoker has enjoyed Chester*
field's cooler, better taste he
smokes them ogaln and again.

r o n t

Its Chesterfield
«•pirnjht IH J. b e o i? * M nu Tot «co C%
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